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meeting.

HEADLINES
WiN Global Workshop at PIME Conference
WiN Global President meets with Hungarian
Minister Németh
WiN Global workshop at PIME Conference
WiN Europe organized WiN-Global workshop in

WiN Global President meets with Russian WiN
member in Korea

conjunction with PIME Conference on 19 May in
Zurich.
The theme was “The Role of the Media in the
Fukushima Crisis and its Impact on How to

WHAT’S NEW?

Communicate with Women” and three significant
presentations were provided on the subject as

Call for Contributions for 20-year WiN Book

follows:
“Media coverage in Germany Switzerland, France

WiN is preparing to publish a commemorative
th
book to celebrate our 20 anniversary. All the
Chapters are requested to contribute to the
Chapter and WiN Annual Congress sections. The
book will be available in October at the WiN
Annual Congress in South Africa.

and the United Kingdom after the accident at
Fukushima(Hans Mathias Kepplinger” (Professor,
University

Mainz),

Switzerland after the

“The

political

accident

fallout

in

in Fukushima;

<<Reasons Versus Emotion in the Decision of
Call for Nominees for the 2013 WiN Award and
WiN Honorary Award

Nuclear Energy>> (Irene Aegerter, Vice-President,
Swiss Academy of Engineering Science) and
“Gender difference in risk perception ; Theoretical

Candidate nominations for the 2013 WiN Award
will be open until the end of June. The WiN
Honorary Award is introduced in 2013, and the
first nominees are called for.

and

empirical

perspectives”

(Katrin

Fischer,

Professor, Dept. of Applied psychology, University
of Applied Science, Northwestern Switzerland)
The three presentations are summarized by
Helena Loner, President WiN Switzerland who
moderated the workshop.

THE WORLD OF WiN

- Important factors: Cultural differences, History of
the single countries

WiN Europe

- Women are interested but don’t express this in
WiN Europe Board meeting in Zurich

mixed audiences

It was held in Zurich on 19 May 2013 during the
PIME Conference. Thirteen participated in the
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)

- The more wealthy the less perceptive to risk
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Competent and credible people have to be

We, the women-in-nuclear in Bulgaria, being the

pointed out to communicate on nuclear

representatives of the nuclear science and

- We have to inform, we have to use facts but in

industry, undertook some steps in order to

an understandable way

express our opinion and to hold

- Strong belief that nuclear will revive in a few

an active and

visible stand on the issue in order to defend the

years (also in Germany and Switzerland)

Belene project.
We wrote an open letter – a statement on behalf
of WiN-Bulgaria addressed to all institutions in the
Republic of Bulgaria in which we expressed our
disagreement with the government decision and
stated our arguments. Later we supported the
joint

open

letter

together

with

BULATOM,

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and the Bulgarian
nuclear Society.
We took also part in the process of collecting
signatures for the referendum as well as in the
conferences, round tables and public discussions.
Before the referendum we issued the following
address for all our members and the general
public:
“We, the WiNners in Bulgaria, working in the area
of nuclear energy: scientists, university lecturers,
school

teachers,

managers,

engineers,

economists, technologists, chemists, sociologists

WiN Bulgaria

etc. proven professionals both as women and
mothers, responsible for the future of our children

NUCLEAR REFERENDUM IN BULGARIA

and our planet, we believe that our voice and our
message will be strong and convincing enough to

The nuclear referendum was conducted on 27

th

be heard by everyone, most of all by the

January 2013. The people had to vote for or

POLITICIANS!

against the development of nuclear energy. The

We,

reason for the referendum was the government

professionally in the area of nuclear energy

decision in 2012 to stop the project for the new-

appealed to the people to vote FOR nuclear

build in Belene. The project was restarted some

energy saying that by voting FOR their voice will

ten years ago and was meant to replace the lost

be:

generating capacities after the early closure of
Kozloduy

Units

1-4.

But

the

project

members

of

WiN

–

engaged

„FOR” - the development of nuclear

was

energy in Bulgaria;

continually faltered for different reasons.
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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building a second nuclear power plant;

WiN Canada

„FOR” - building unit 7 at Kozloduy NPP
site;

WiN-Canada President
Minister Harper

„FOR” - the future of our children;
„FOR” - the future of nuclear specialists

meets

with

Prime

Colleen Sidford was one of seven women chosen

and experts in Bulgaria;

for a private economic consultation with Canada’s

„FOR” - the independence of Bulgaria in

Prime Minister Harper and the Honourable Jim

terms of energy resources;

Flaherty on Saturday, January 12, 2013. The

„FOR” - clean energy- clean nature;

Federal Government was interested in obtaining

„FOR” - nuclear energy ensures security

this group’s views on the current state of the

of supplies, work places and predictive prices.

Canadian economy; thoughts for 2013 Federal

So tomorrow you will not regret the decisions

Budget; where they believe the economy is

you make today!!”

headed, and to offer recommendations for the

The results from the referendum showed that

government’s economic policy.

more than 60% of the people who voted have

Each woman was given approximately 3 minutes

chosen a path of nuclear energy development for

to speak about what she believed was important

the country future, although the issue remains

and what she would like to see the government

with a government that is yet to commit either to

include in the next budget.

Belene NPP or an alternative plan for Unit 7 at

After a brief reception with media for photos, the

Kozloduy NPP.

small advisory group gathered privately with the
PM and Finance Minister in a casual setting.
Prime

Minister

Harper

conducted

the

interview. He asked each of the women in
attendance

for

their

views

and

When it was Colleen Sidford's

advice.

(Women in

Nuclear / Ontario Power Generation Inc) turn to
speak she asked for the government’s visible
support for the nuclear industry and to recognize
its contribution to Canada’s economy; thousands
of jobs, clean emission-free electricity, supports
manufacturing and research, and that it is an
expertise

that

countries. Ms.

can
Sidford

be

exported

also

called

to
on

other
the

government for more support for attracting skilled
workers to Canada and in particular programs,
grants or tax incentives to encourage more
women, aboriginals, and other minorities to train
in the skilled trades. The new entrants are
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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desperately needed to replenish the high number

activities to teach the girls how to monitor plants

of retirees in these fields.

and

Although there was some give and take with the

changing.

PM asking questions for clarity and at times

Griffin of the Saugeen Valley Conservation

offering some insights, for the most part he just

Authority and Sponsored by Women in Nuclear

listened to what was being said. After about one

(WiN)-Bruce.

and half hours, the PM brought the conversation

The highlight of the day for many girls was the

to a close. A photo was taken of each of the

stream study, a hands-on activity where they were

women individually with the PM and everyone was

able to collect and identify many of the small

given one of the last minted Canadian pennies as

creatures found in an actual sample from a local

a souvenir of the day.

stream.

Colleen reflected on the day, “It was a great

Many of the girls were initially reluctant to take

experience and I was very happy to be included

part in the owl pellet dissection, but it wasn’t long

with such a dynamic group of women leaders who

until their curiosity about the bones they were

had been selected to provide our views on some

finding outweighed any squeamishness. The

of the key economic issues for Canada.”

dissection allowed the girls to determine what an

animals

to

see

if

an

ecosystem

is

The program was lead by Nancy

owl had been eaten based on the indigestible
bones it had coughed up in the pellet. Some girls
describe the activity as being like CSI shows.
The day also included activities to teach the girls
how to identify birds, trees, and nocturnal animals
and wrapped up with the girls learning how to
reuse and repurpose old plastic water bottles to
make a backyard bird feeder.

Picture 1 – WiN-Canada President, Colleen
Sidford with Canada’s Prime Minister
Backyard Science by Zoe Soper
On Friday February 1, 2013 participants in the
Girls in Real Life Science (GIRLS) Science Club

Picture 2 – Girls working to dissect owl pellets.

got the chance to apply some backyard science to
biological monitoring. The full day program, open

WiN-Canada participates in Canadian Nuclear

to girls in grades 4-7, was hosted at the Bruce

Association Annual Conference

Power Visitors’ Centre.
The day featured a number of hands-on learning
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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WiN-Canada hosted a booth at the Canadian

topics include the activities of WiN Europe and the

Nuclear Association Annual Conference Feb. 27-

recurring question of financing. The report by WiN

March 1. The conference drew 700 delegates

Hungary about the invitation of the Hungarian

from all over industry, government and academia

government was particularly impressive. Hungarian

to Ottawa. WiN members greeted delegates to

ministers met up

learn more about the positive contribution WiN is

representatives to find out about their position on

making to the industry and to recruit a number of

the construction of nuclear power plants in

new members.

Hungary

and

with

about

female WiN

female

Europe

communication

strategies. Se-Moon Park, president of WiN Global,
was a guest at the board meeting – convincing
proof of the close links between WiN Europe and
WiN Global under the current president.
Former president of WiN Deutschland Beate
Scheffler was invited by the president of WiN
Europe Dominique Mouillot as a permanent guest
member of the board. The invitation was extended

Picture 3 – WiNners, Cheryl Cottrill, Colleen
Sidford, Lorraine Wiseman and Cherie Ferrari at
WiN-Canada booth at Canadian Nuclear
Association.

by all board members present.

KONTEC, Dresden, 13 - 15 March 2013

WiN Germany e.V. will once again have its own
stand at the KONTEC this year.

WiN Germany

We look forward to seeing everyone from WiN
Constituent board meeting in Berlin

again, and we ask all interested parties to please
drop by.

The constituent board meeting of WiN Germany
e.V. was held on 9 January 2013 in Berlin. The

WiN Hungary

new board once again voted for Ms Yvonne Broy
as vice-president.

New office holders in WiN Hungary

Jutta Jené expressly thanked Yvonne Broy for her
outstanding commitment to WiN and she is

WiN Hungary has been operating as a subgroup

pleased that she will continue her role as vice-

of the Hungarian Nuclear Society since 1992. At

president.

the meeting held in Paks on 11th January 2013
the results of the previous year, and the plans and

Board meeting WiN Europe in Zurich

task for the year of 2013 were discussed. In
During the board meeting of WiN Europe, which

addition to this, new office-holders have been

was held during the PIME in Zurich, WiN Poland

elected. The president of the recently elected

was admitted as a new member. Other important
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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Dr. Katalin Radnóti, Ludmilla Kiss Zoltánné

- President office for Se-Moon Park : Tel. +82-42-

(former president), and the secretary is Katalin

866-4206

Gyarmathy.

- General manager, Na-yoon Song : Tel. +82-42-

Amongst the achievements of last

year the WiN Global conference and the meetings

866-4201 (from the former: +82-42-868-8951)

with ministers were mentioned. Furthermore, WiN

- Director of Research Lab., Jong-Sun Kim : Tel.

had outstanding achievements in the area of

+82-42-866-4202 (from the former:

education with the information sessions held for

8241)

+82-42-868-

high school students and with the organization of
several contests and events with the highlight of
nuclear energy.
WiN has participated in several festivals, where
they held presentations, engaged in professional
conversations and entertained those interested
with quizzes about nuclear energy. They also
supported the activity of other nuclear groups like
FINE (Young People for Nuclear Energy).
WiN Korea President Se-Moon Park active as
WiN Global President

WiN President Se-Moon Park visited Hungary for
4 days, from 2nd February. This visit was
conducted at the invitation of Zsuzsanna Németh,
Minister of National Development of Hungary and
Pal Kovacs, Minister of State for Climate Change.
Its purpose was to pursue peaceful uses of
nuclear

energy

by

developing

collaboration

between the Hungarian government and WiNGlobal.
She

WiN Korea

also

participated

in

the

2013

PIME

conference (16th-20th February) and WiN-Global
WiNK Secretariat Moved to a New Office

Nuclear Communication Workshop. She also
participated in the WiN Europe Board Meeting.

WiN-Korea Secretariat moved to a new larger

She also organized the WiN Strategy Meeting in

office with the support of Korea Atomic Energy

Zurich.

Research Institute. By enlarging the space, it is

President’s Corner.

Details

will

be

introduced

expected that WiN-Korea activities would be
improved in its efficiency. Secretariat contact
numbers have been changed as below:
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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in

the

as a result, the Fifth Forum provided supported for
the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism.

WiN Ukraine

The Fifth Forum took place in partnership with the
Yulia

Global Initiative and it was the first experience of

Gerashchenko Coordinates the Sixth International

the interaction Global Initiative directly with a non-

The

representative

Forum

≪Nuclear

of

WiN-Ukraine

Security

–

,

governmental

Counteraction

presentations highlighted practical aspects of

The International Forum ≪Nuclear Security -

comprehensive approach for planning and taking

Counteraction Measures to Acts of Nuclear

protection measures against nuclear terrorism.

Terrorism≫ was held by «LEX» Scientific and
Informational-Analytical

The

Centre

organizations; the protection of civil (commercial)

foreign partners and international organizations.

nuclear installations, of industrial, research and

Over the years the Forum has formed a large

medical

circle of participants. They have shown interest in

radioactive

sources,

nuclear

and

radioactive materials; counteraction to nuclear

and

crime.

the Forum.

One of the important features of the Fifth Forum is

The Forum has participants from the USA, Russia,

the active participation of representatives of the

Canada, Norway, Finland, Germany, Poland,

private sector, which complies with one of the

Lithuania, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, and

principal objectives of GICNT activities on closer

Ukraine. The events were also attended by

interaction between governments and the private

international organizations, in particular, by IAEA

sector.

Office of Nuclear Security, Terrorism Prevention

In the Fifth Forum it was noted t that development

Branch of the UN Office on Drugs and Crime

of interaction in the format of GICNT should

(TPB/UNODC), INTERPOL, Anti-Terrorist Center

promote further improvement of nuclear security

of Member-States Commonwealth of Independent

at all levels and strengthen mutual confidence in

States, Secretariat of Organization for Democracy

relations

and Economic Development – GUAM. And also

between

nuclear

and

non-nuclear

countries.

official delegations of the State Atomic Energy

The representation and competence level of

Corporation ≪Rosatom≫, the Atomic Company

participants at the Fifth Forum permitted us to

≪Kazatomprom≫.

cover various aspects of nuclear security in line

The Forum had the international resonance and
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)

and

national regulatory authorities and international

Affairs of Ukraine and aroused the interest of

receiving final documents from

national

combating nuclear terrorism, the role of the

permanent support from the Ministry of Foreign

Forum

covered

Washington Summit; legislative regulation of

from the very beginning. The Forum obtained the

the

subjects

line with Global Initiative goals and results of the

The Forum's concept was internationally directed

in

main

international projects implemented by nations in

Regularly since 2005.

participation

16-18,

During three days of the Fifth Forum 20

April, 2013 in Kyiv, Ukraine.

permanent

(November

2010, Kyiv, Ukraine).

Measures to Acts of Nuclear Terrorism≫on 16-18,

Research

organization

with absolute majority of GICNT principles.
8
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Greetings to the participants of the Fifth Forum

through activities including primary school science

were made by the Deputy Minister of Foreign

workshops.

Affairs of Ukraine Mr. Gorin Alexander. Also

Digital technology offers a great way to connect

participating in the tFifth Forum was the Deputy

with children, as this is something they enjoy and

Minister of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine Mr.

are familiar with. Building on a growing demand

Pavlenko Vladimir. In his speech on behalf of the

for technology and the requirement for engaging

Government of Ukraine he thanked participants of

educational content, URENCO launched a Richie

the Forum for their work. At the results of the Fifth

online game in summer 2012 to reach core

Forum was adopted the Forum Communique.

audiences using the type of content and through

During the Plenary Meeting devoted to the 5th

media channels that will excite their interest to

anniversary the Global Initiative to Combat

learn more about how their daily lives are

Nuclear Terrorism which was held June 30, 2011

powered.

in Daejeon, Republic of Korea, the General

‘Richie’s World of Adventure’ is an app-based

≪LEX≫

Arkadiy

online game, where Richie goes on an adventure

Gerashchenko reported on the Fifth Forum. As a

collecting power and travelling through some of

result,

the most iconic locations on the planet.

Director

of

Centre

Mr.

the Plenary Meeting of the Fifth Forum

As they

was marked as 2010-2011 accomplishment. It is

progress through the game, players are educated

confirmed in the joint Statement of the United

about electricity and nuclear energy through funny

States and the Russian Federation as Co-Chairs

gimmicks and interesting facts.

of the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear

Richie

Terrorism (from July, 01, 2011).

countries, as well as those emerging within the

visits

each

of

URENCO’s

customer

nuclear industry market. In the original six levels,
this

WiN UK

means

UK,

France,

Germany,

the

Netherlands, USA and China. In the additional
levels, he proves himself to be even more of a

Richie: The friendly face of nuclear

globetrotter, collecting energy through Brazil,
South Korea, South Africa, Switzerland, the

Who is small, blue and friendly? No, not a smurf –

United Arab Emirates and Spain. ‘Richie’s World

Richie!

of Adventure’ is undoubtedly cross-curricular,

Richie is an online, animated character created by

educating children in geography as well as

URENCO who acts as official ambassador of
URENCO’s

school

outreach

&

science and IT.

education

This game fits in with URENCO’s wider education

programme.

and engagement strategy. URENCO recognizes

Through Richie, URENCO connects with its

the importance and need to engage with and

youngest audiences, teaching them about energy,

educate young people (our next generation) about

and in particular nuclear energy, in an engaging

energy, the energy mix, the role of nuclear energy

and educational way. Since 2007, URENCO has

and associated issues. As such, education is

reached out to more than 28,000 pupils globally
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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sustainability strategy.
’Richie’s World of Adventure’ was launched in
August 2012. In January 2013, a further six levels
were added to the game coinciding with the BETT
exhibition, attended by education professionals,
and ahead of the Big Bang Science Fair which is
attended by school children and teachers.
The game can be played on iOS and Android
devices as well as online, worldwide. It achieved
more than 10,000 downloads in one month postlaunch. URENCO has seen a 240% increase in
visitors to our Richie website since its release.
Since the launch of the latest six levels at the end
of January, ‘Richie’s World of Adventure’ has
been downloaded over 2,200 times.
The Richie game is just a small part of what
URENCO is doing to get children all fired up about
science and (nuclear) energy. ‘Richie’s World of
Adventure’ complements URENCO’s entire range

CELEBRATING SUCCESS

of learning resources tailored for young minds,
including their school workshops, ‘Richie’s Energy

Ms.

School’ DVD, ‘My Nuclear Notes’ brochure and

Richie

science

workshops

Seol

honored

Nuclear

Promotion Award

the Richie interactive website.
The

Yeong-Sil

receive

outstanding feedback, with teachers’ comments
including ‘I was surprised by the knowledge of two
boys who are usually quiet’ and ‘a boy who can be
hard to focus in class said, “I love science, this is
great!”’.
The Richie program has proven so popular that
other organizations within the nuclear industry

Yeong-sil

have shown a keen interest in rolling out Richie’s

Promotion Award established by the Ministry of

science workshops on a wider scale in the future.

Seol

was

awarded

the

Nuclear

Education, Science, and Technology, Korea on
the day of

Nuclear

Safety and Promotion

(December 27th, at Science & Technology
Center). She has made a consistent contribution
toward technological self-reliance and advances
in the field of "Design of reactor coolant system",
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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and also toward nuclear knowledge transfer to the

knowledge of the action forces on scene. Due to

public through the activities of WiN-Korea.

the fact that fortunately radiological terror attacks
are very rare, first responders involved are
unlikely to have any experience dealing with the
situation.

In this case computer simulations can

be very useful assisting first responders in

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

decision making, giving them an idea what to
 2013 WiN Global Congress : 5 -11 October
in Johannesburg, South Africa

expect at a defined time after the attack has



The Sixth International Forum ≪Nuclear

power and availability have grown exponentially,

Security – Counteraction Measures to Acts

so the speed and accurateness of computer

of Nuclear Terrorism≫: 16-18, April, 2013

simulations have increased in parallel. In this

in Kyiv, Ukraine.

paper we are describing shortly the use and

2013 ICAPP: 14-18, April, 2013 in Jeju
Island, Korea
2013 WNA Symposium: 11-13 September,
2013 in London, UK
2013 IAEA General Conference: 16-20,
September, 2013 in Vienna, Austria

benefits of four commercially available software





occurred. During the last decades computer

packages

and

their

applicability

for

first

responders dealing with a radiological terror
attack.

1. Introduction
International security assessments indicate the
possibility of the intentional release of radioactive
material Radiological Dispersion Device; RDD) or

TECHNICAL PAPERS

intentional irradiation of persons with a criminal

Computer Simulation Assisting Crisis

intent (Radiological Exposure device; RED). Both

Management after a Radiological Terror Attack

threat scenarios require a fast assessment of
threats and potential consequences by the first
responders (FR) on scene. FR having to deal with

Friedrich Steinhäusler, Thomas Wilflinger and
Wilhelm Heidegger
Division of Physics and Biophysics
University of Salzburg,
Hellbrunnerstr. 34,A 5020 Salzburg,Austria

such a radiological emergency situation are often
thrown into unfamiliar locations or situations,
where a major emergency can be unfolding fast.
Maintaining good situational awareness is crucial

ABSTRACT

for their safety and the outcome of the situation.
Knowledge of the events occurring in the

All security organizations rely on information on

surroundings of FR operating on scene is

short call especially in large scale accidents

essential, in particular in a large scale emergency

exceeding the experience of the first responders

situation in order to protect the first responders

resulting in a large lack of information, which
cannot

be

compensated

by

lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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involved as well as the persons in the vicinity.
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Time

pressure,

inadequate

possibly

emergencies, 2D- and 3D-models can be helpful

contradicting information leading to confusion,

to increase the situation-awareness of high-level

possibly

decision-makers for using their often very limited

hostile

and

surroundings,

multiple

simultaneous hazardous incidents – all this

resources as efficiently as possible.

impedes on the FR´s

In this short overview we present some examples,

quality

situational

capability to maintain

awareness

during

an

how computer-models can help FR in optimizing

emergency. Currently a significant gap exists

their reactions in the case of a large scale

between the need to obtain real-time information

radiological terror attack.

about an unfolding radiological terror attack,

Currently we are focusing on the use of modeling

identification of the needs to master the crisis, the

software in three topic areas:


resources available and intact and what needs to

Situation-awareness and training:

be brought in from the outside, and the actually

Creating high quality 3D models of

provided, time-delayed and frequently incomplete

existing important infrastructures

data on particular hazards as FR approach the

(e.g., nuclear power plants; nuclear

scene of a large scale incident. Ideally, FR on

medical facilities) for use as training

scene should be able to maintain constant

tools and for familiarizing first

situation awareness, updated in real-time by an

responders with the situation.


uninterrupted flow of information. However, at

Impact of explosive blast on

present decisions on high risk and high stress

structures and persons:

operation are frequently based on fuzzy data

Creating a Critical Radiological

associated with significant uncertainties, obtained

Infrastructure Library (CRIL) of 3D

from multiple sources of largely differing quality.

models of potential RDD- and RED

This paper describes various practically applicable

threats. Assuming different bomb

approaches to computer based modeling and

threats the resulting damage on

process simulation as a tool for advanced

physical structures and people due to

situation assessment, both, for training purposes

deployment of explosives has been

as well as for on-scene decision support.

modeled. These models can either be
used as is or adapted quickly in an

2. Methods and Results

emergency situation, helping decision
makers to use their resources in an

Computer-modeling

capability

has

grown

optimal way.

exponentially during the recent past due to the



increase of computational power and is expected

Areas of elevated risk are

to rise to even higher levels in the next decade.

represented as 2D models, depicting

The use of such models is underrepresented in

radionuclides released into the

the FR-society nowadays in comparison to their

atmosphere and deposited in the

extensive use in the fields of engineering, games-

environment, as well as the spread of

industry and military. Especially in large- scale
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)

2D models of hazardous areas:

stable toxic chemicals. Thereby,
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areas of increased radiation dose

interoperability, using 3ds Max Containers it is

rate, as well as isocurves of the

possible to create and manage large, complex

concentrations of hazardous

scenes

substances are defined. This assists

effectively. 3ds Max pipelines can be customized

FR in minimizing risks for themselves

and extended using multiple development tools,

and assisting them in the decision

including C# and .NET. 3ds MAX also features

process of evacuating residents in the

shaders

affected areas.

subsurface

and

collaborate

(such

as

with

ambient

scattering),

others

occlusion

dynamic

more

and

simulation,

particle systems, radiosity, map creation and
rendering, global illumination, a customizable user
2.1 Situation-awareness and training

interface, and its own scripting language.
As an example, a 3ds MAX model has been used

For modeling of a complex terrain or sprawling

for building a hypothetical chemical factory called

industrial complex the software “Autodesk 3ds

“EXPLO-CHEMCO”, which can be used for

Max” (3ds MAX) has been used. 3ds MAX
represents

state-of-the-art

for

making

simulating explosions and the consequences for

3D

demonstration and training purposes. A snap shot

animations. It supports integrated 3D-modeling,

of this film can be seen in Figure 1.

animation, rendering, and compositing tools. Due
to the fully integrated Character Animation Toolkit,
it is possible to animate, and light realistic
characters

and

environments.

The

software

features Graphite Modeling and CAT advanced
character rigging, as well as powerful Particle
Flow System. The Nitrous accelerated graphics
provides the possibility to handle large data sets
and iterate fast. Extensive polygon modeling and
texturing toolset combines freeform sculpting,
texture
modeling.

painting,
Object

and

advanced

polygonal

Paint

provides

parametric

Figure 1: Snap shot of the hypothetical chemical
factory “EXPLO-CHEMCO”, modeled in 3ds MAX

replication of objects in a scene. The multithreaded

NVIDIA®

PhysX®

engine

2.2 Calculation of pressure waves and

creates

resulting damages to structures

dynamic rigid-body and soft simulations, while

and persons

ProCutter tool is able to create explosive effects.
Rendering is multi-faceted and ranges from

Modeling of the pressure waves due to explosive

integrated mental ray® batch rendering software,

blasts resulting from a Dirty Bomb (conventional

a traditional scan-line renderer, Quicksilver GPU

explosive combined with radioactive material) can

renderer, to the iray® “point-and-shoot” rendering

be carried out using the software “HEXDAM” and

technology. In order to meet a high standard of

“VEXDAM”.

lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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HEXDAM

shares

basic

Figure 2 shows an example the resulting blast

components with the also used VEXDAM (see

injuries among bystanders due to the detonation

description below), such as sharing the same

of

graphics

Furthermore, CRIL is also based on HEXDAM.

for

requirements

many

better
are

parts

of

its

comparison.

low,

but

the

Minimum

analysis

of

of

calculation

time,

or

a

Dirty

Bomb

modeled

in

HEXDAM.

For modeling of the radiological consequences,

complicated structures either needs a large
amount

a

see section 2.3 below.

powerful

computer to get acceptable results within a
timeframe of minutes. HEXDAM enables the rapid
evaluation of damage experienced by each
structure within a facility as a result of a primary
explosion,

and

accompanying

secondary

explosions. HEXDAM has the capability to model
an unlimited number of structures, each with
different dimensions and structural properties and
theoretically
personnel

also

an

on

number

calculation

of
time

Figure 2: Modeling of injured and dead resulting

available). The Parametric Analysis of Single

from the blast of a Dirty Bomb (suitcase

Structure (PASS) capability allows the user to

containing 15 kg conventional explosive and

determine the influence of various independent

radioactive material; orange cube) detonated in a

variables on pressure and damage experienced

large crowd of people (e.g.: airport check-in area)

by an

(depending

unlimited

individual structure

HEXDAM

utilizes

VEXDAM represents the vapour cloud explosion

pressure and overpressure curves to predict the

counterpart to HEXDAM. Like HEXDAM this

pressure level at each structure/person location.

software has been designed to allow the rapid

Structure shielding, based on the three-doublet

evaluation of damage experienced by each

advanced shielding algorithm, and secondary

structure within a facility as a result of a primary

explosion

and

explosion, and any accompanying secondary

damage/injury levels are determined for each

explosions produced by vapour clouds at any

structure/person. HEXDAM produces output in the

elevation. Although its primary application was

form of damage/injury tables, before-blast and

analysis

after- blast displays, pressure and damage/injury

refining/manufacturing facilities, the code can also

contour plots, and damage/injury-versus-distance

be used to evaluate terrorism and sabotage

graphs, all in colour. Advanced graphical features

threats to different kind of structures. VEXDAM

include three-dimensional graphics in the form of

utilizes dimensionless curves of overpressure and

oblique projections, as well as two-dimensional

pulse duration versus range, based on the multi-

horizontal and vertical cross sections for both

energy method, to predict overpressure and

pressure contour and damage/injury contour plots.

impulse

are

accepted

facility.
dynamic

effects

widely

within a

calculated,
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and

location.

Structure shielding, based on the three-doublet

“Incident Analyst” can be used.

advanced shielding algorithm, and secondary

HOTSPOT

explosion

and

emergency response personnel and emergency

damage/injury levels are determined for each

planners inter alia with a fast, field-portable set of

structure. VEXDAM produces output in the form of

software tools for evaluating incidents involving

damage/injury tables, before-blast and after-blast

radioactive material released in an RDD incident.

displays,

and

The HOTSPOT atmospheric dispersion models

damage/injury contour plots, and damage/injury-

are designed for near-surface in unobstructed

versus-distance color-graphs. Advanced features

terrain and simple meteorological conditions.

include three-dimensional graphics in the form of

These models provide a usually conservative

oblique projections, as well as two-dimensional

means for estimation of the radiation effects

horizontal

associated with the atmospheric release of

effects

are

calculated,

overpressure,

and

vertical

impulse,

cross

sections

for

codes

are

created

materials.

The

to

provide

1

overpressure, impulse, and damage/injury contour

radioactive

HOTSPOT

plots.

Radionuclide Library incorporates US Federal

VEXDAM was used for calculating pressure

Guidance Reports 11, 12, and 13 (FGR-11, FGR-

waves due to a large explosion at the virtual

12, FGR-13) Dose Conversion Factors (DCFs) for

facility EXPLO-CHEMCO (see Figure 3).

inhalation, submersion, and ground shine. FGR12 DCF values are used for submersion and
ground shine. In addition to the inhalation 50-year
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent DCFs,
acute (1, 4, 30 days) DCFs are available for
estimating deterministic effects.
For

applications

concerning

the

radiological

effects of an RED the cute mode is used by
estimating the immediate radiological impact
associated

with

high-acute

radiation

doses.

Applicable target organs are the lung, small
intestine wall, and red bone marrow.
Figure 3: Expansion of blast wave due to a vapor-

In Figure 4 the resulting ground contamination is

explosion resulting from explosive gas releases

shown for a terrorist attack using a radioactive
source in a suitcase bomb (15kg TNT-equivalent).

2.3 Modeling of Hazardous Areas after
Intentional

The radioactive material assumed is comparable

Release of Radioactive

in size and strength (50.9 TBq) to the

and Stable Toxic Materials

Cs-

radiotherapy source, which was stolen in Goiania

In order to model the impact of radioactive and/or
toxic stable materials released intentionally into
the environment the software “HOTSPOT” and
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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(Brazil) in 1987.

2

The contaminated area would

fluorine-gas release, assuming a terror attack on a

be in the order of some square kilometres,

large tank at a uranium fuel production facility .

requiring costly clean-up operations, especially if

The resulting plume extends 50 km in length and

the attack happened in a densely populated urban

covers an area of roughly 400 km².

4

area.

Figure 4: Modeling of

137

Cs ground contamination

Figure

from a terrorist attack with a Dirty Bomb, using a

Modeling

of

fluorine

gas

plume

spreading from a large tank in a hypothetical

source-strength comparable to the radiotherapy
source stolen in Goiania 1987

5:

uranium fuel production plant. Contamination area

3

is divided in two parts, reflecting a primary and
secondary explosion

INCIDENT ANALYST is designed for calculating
plumes of hazardous gases under different

3. Conclusions

weather-conditions. More than 200 types of gases
are already included in the library, however new

The four presented software packages will help

substances and their physical and toxicological

FR in their decision making process:

parameters can be added individually. Limits of
toxicity can also be taken from the library included

+ 3ds MAX can be used for familiarizing first

or defined individually. Resulting curves can be

responders which little or no information about the

combined with Google® maps, providing FR

local infrastructure available to them at the time

rapidly with graphical information on hazardous

+ EXDAM/VEXDAM is useful for calculating blast-

areas. The time-dependent spreading of a toxic

induced pressure waves, providing FR with

plume can be modeled dynamically, if enough

preliminary information

computer power is available.

on

the

damages

structures and the number of dead and injured to

Figure 5 shows the results of an uncontrolled

be expected

2

Steinhäusler F. Chernobyl and Goiânia lessons for responding to
radiological terrorism.
Health Phys. 2005 Nov;89(5):566-74.
3
Assumptions: no inversion layer; atmospheric stability class D.
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+ HOTSPOT describes calculated plumes due to
the release of radioactivity, thereby assisting
decision makers inter alia on evacuation issues
and, the selection of the appropriate personal
protection equipment
+ Incident analyst offers the primary dispersion
calculations for toxic chemical plumes, assisting in
the decision on countermeasures for the critical
group of residents downwind

President’s Corner
WiN President in WiN Global Workshop at
PIME

President Se-Moon Park participated in the 2013
PIME conference (16th-20th February) and the
WiN

Global

Workshop.

The

WiN

Strategy Meeting in Zurich

Annual

Workshop was held in Zurich on 19th February in

Se-Moon Park organized a WiN Global Strategy

conjunction

Meeting

with

PIME

(Public

Information

and

the

following

subjects

were

Materials Exchange) conference.

discussed in the meeting: (1) production of 20-

The main topic of the WiN-Global Workshop was

years history book of WiN, (2) program of the

“The role of the media in the Fukushima crisis and

2013 annual congress in South Africa and (3)

its impact on how to communicate with women.”

discussion of Charter revision.

PIME is an international conference on public
information and international cooperation, which is

WiN Global President meets with Hungarian

annually held in Europe and hosted by ENS

Minister Németh

(European Nuclear Society).
WiN President Se-Moon Park visited Hungary for
4 days, from 2nd February. This visit was
conducted at the invitation of Zsuzsanna Németh,
Minister of National Development of Hungary and
Pal Kovacs, Minister of State for Climate Change.
Its purpose was to pursue peaceful uses of
lssue 35, 3/2013(March)
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nuclear

energy

by

developing

collaboration

between the Hungarian government and WiNGlobal.
During her visit, Se-Moon visited the Hungarian
government, the Parliament House and Parks
Nuclear Power Plant, and also had meetings with
Katalin Csöbör, member of Parliament, and
members of WiN Hungary.
WiN President
Hungarian

Se-Moon

government

Park

and

stated,

WiN-Global

"The
will
Picture 3. Meeting in Paks NPP

maintain a firm partnership for Hungary's nuclear
development
momentum

and
for

this

WiN's

visit
aim

has
for

important

international

collaboration for nuclear peaceful use."

WiN Global President meets with Russian WiN
member in Korea
Russian WiN member, Oksana Busygina, Rosatom,
visited the WiN President’s office in Daejeon, Korea.
Discussions for the establishment of a WiN chapter in
Russia took place.

Picture 1. Hungarian newspaper reports WiN
President’s visit (Center)

Picture 4. Luncheon Meeting with Russian WiN
member (second left)

Women in Nuclear Global, c/o World Nuclear Association
Carlton House, 22a St. James’s Square
London, SW1Y 4JH, United Kingdom
www.win-global.org

Picture 2. With Minister Németh (Center)
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